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The Lean-Agile concept shifts the emphasis of the function from simply reporting 
to providing essential services and preventing activities from going wrong. The 
course outlines the process and capability changes needed to up-shift the PMO 
function providing a purposeful ‘just-enough’ governance framework for both agile 

and traditional projects and programmes.

Understand how a PMO needs to function to support 
agile and traditional projects

Understand how metrics are used in planning, 
analysis and reporting agile projects

Evaluate the suitability of risk management 
strategies

Evaluate, monitor and control agile projects
using Red Amber Green analysis

Are you looking to start supporting Agile projects?

Do you want to introduce a Lean-Agile PMO concept?

PMO
Learning

Duration: 1 day
Price: £390 + VAT

I have to say there was nothing 
that I didn't find interesting on the 

day as it just reinvigorated my 
whole interest and I wanted to 
come away and make changes

To book, head to pmolearning.co.uk/lean-agile to see our 
upcoming course dates and reserve your place.

Bring this course in-house at pmolearning.co.uk/inhouse
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Course Bundle Available!pmolearning.co.uk/agile-bundle
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Successful Agile change comes from within an organisation. This course is 
designed to show how the PMO can become a catalsyst during the change. Acting 
as a foundation for a PMO seeking to lead an Agile transformation, it identifies the 
unique aspects of the main Agile at Scale frameworks and explores what is meant 

by Agile, stepping beyond the Agile Manifesto.

Understand the key features of leading Agile at Scale 
frameworks

Recognise how the PMO needs to adapt to support 
each framework

Understand a typical agile transformation roadmap

Cover the key elements of PRINCE2 Agile®

Are you looking to lead an agile transformation?

Are you in a PMO that needs to support agile 
projects?

PMO
Learning

Duration: 1 day
Price: £390 + VAT

Jon was measured and took time 
to answer all questions. He has 
been superb at follow up emails 

adding real value to attending the 
course.

To book, head to pmolearning.co.uk/agile-frameworks to see our 
upcoming course dates and reserve your place.

Bring this course in-house at pmolearning.co.uk/inhouse

Agile Frameworks
and the PMO

PRINCE2 Agile® is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

PMO Learning is the UK’s only 
exclusively PMO focussed 

training company. We run and 
develop certification and 

specialist training  courses as 
well as providing consultancy, 
coaching and bespoke course 

creation.
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